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Introduction:
The Basics



-International Dyslexia Association

Definition of Dyslexia



15-20%
of the population is thought to have traits of dyslexia 

but the actual number is unknown

6%
of children with IEP services have a primary disability 

listed as reading and language processing

5-6 years old 
The International Dyslexia Association states that at the 
beginning of Kindergarten students can be accurately 

identified as “at risk” for reading difficulty



In US schools:

The Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act 

(IDEA) covers special 
education services BUT 
does not use the term 

dyslexia. Instead, it uses 
the term Specific Learning 

Disability (SLD). This 
results in differences in 
intervention between 

districts and states where 
laws specifically 

addressing dyslexia don’t 
yet exist. 

In the Workforce:

The Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) 

protects employees from 
discrimination based upon 
a known disability, in this 
case a learning disability. 

An employer cannot 
refuse to provide any 

reasonable 
accommodations as long 
as the employee is able to 
perform qualifying tasks. 

Ex. the job requires driving, 
one must be able to drive.  

In 2018, The Legislature 
approved Chapter 272 of 

the Acts of 2018 which 
"[issues] guidelines to 

assist districts in 
developing screening 

procedures or protocols 
for students that 

demonstrate one or more 
potential indicators of a 

neurological learning 
disability, including, but not 

limited to, dyslexia."

Important Laws Covering Dyslexia

In Massachusetts:

https://malegislature.gov/Laws/SessionLaws/Acts/2018/Chapter272
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/SessionLaws/Acts/2018/Chapter272


Experience 
Dyslexia



We pegin our qrib eq a faziliar blace, a poqy like yours 
enq zine. Iq conqains a hunqraq qrillion calls qheq work 
qogaqhys py qasign. Enq wiqhin each one of qhese 
zany calls, each one qheq hes QNA, Qhe QNA coqe is 
axecqly qhe saze, a zess-broquceq rasuze. So qhe coqe 
in each call is iqanqical, a razarkaple puq veliq claiz. 
Qhis zeans qheq qhe calls are nearly alike, puq noq 
axecqly qhe saze. Qake, for insqence, qhe calls of qhe 
inqasqines; qheq qhey're viqal is cysqainly blain. Now 
qhink apouq qhe way you woulq qhink if qhose calls 
wyse qhe calls in your prain.

• Activity taken from “Misunderstood Minds” on PBS 
• Excerpt from "Journey into DNA" on the "Cracking the Code" Web site, NOVA Online.

Say what now? 



We begin our trip at a familiar place, a body like yours
and mine. It contains a hundred trillion cells that work 
together by design. And within each one of these 
many cells, each one that has DNA, The DNA code is 
exactly the same, a mass-produced resume. So the 
code in each cell is identical, a remarkable but valid 
claim. This means that the cells are nearly alike, but 
not exactly the same. Take, for instance, the cells of 
the intestines; that they're vital is certainly plain. Now 
think about the way you would think if those cells were 
the cells in your brain.

The Key: q = d or t, z = m, p = b, b = p, ys = er, short a = short e, short e = short a 
*dyslexia is not this consistent in the reversals or substitutions students experience  

Message Decoded 



Driving Directions Challenge
From your home

Starting at your 
address

map the whole
write directions to the 

school 

entire way
from memory

alone

to Milestones
without using the 
words left or turn



Dyslexia Exercise #3
With your non-dominant hand, 

copy the mathematical problem below.

25 + 6¼ + √7 =



Symptoms & Manifestations
Dyslexia

of



Differentiating the “dyses” 

dyslexia-assist.org.uk



dyslexia-assist.org.uk



Reading
● losing place in text
● needing to re-read
● moving or overlapping text



Spelling
● can’t remember what 

words look like
● difficulty “hearing” 

individual sounds in words
● similar sounds cause 

confusion

Weekly
Spelling List



Listening
● problems note-taking
● find background noise 

distracting



Writing
● difficulty getting ideas on 

paper
● organizational problems
● can’t find the right word



Spatial/Temporal
● difficulties telling the time
● left/right confusion
● gets lost easily



Memory 
Difficulties

● dates 
○ birthdays
○ historical events

● sequencing
○ alphabet
○ times tables
○ phone numbers



Motor Control
● coordination difficulties
● handwriting difficulties
● difficulties copying



Familiar Educational & 
Neuropsych Terms

Working Memory

Automaticity

Word Retrieval 

Processing Speed



Word Retrieval Students with word 
retrieval challenges have 
trouble remembering 
known language as well as 
newer vocabulary. 

Basically, they must take a 
metaphorical trip up to the 
attic, hope they find the 
word they are looking for 
and can then bring it back 
down to the ground floor 
and use the word before 
the conversation has 
moved on or they have 
forgotten their thought. 

image from 
Kay Thompson’s 

Eloise series



What do you notice in the 
video? How does this relate 
to a student’s experience in 

the classroom?

Processing 
Speed

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_y0nsN4px10


  Working Memory

“working memory 
is an active process — a mental 
sketchpad where we hold and 
process all the information we 
need to access at any given time.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVW_PTfaGTg


                     Automaticity

● Automaticity refers to accurate and fast word recognition - automatic word recognition

● It’s quick, effortless, and efficient reading allowing the reader to focus on deriving meaning to 
understand what is being read 

● Building automaticity is critical in order to develop fluency, an essential tool for 
comprehension

● To become fluent readers, students must be able to decode words quickly and efficiently 

● By second grade, students who have not developed automaticity in single word reading are 
at risk for reading failure

● Automaticity requires lots of practice, practice, practice

  



It’s All Interconnected

Working Memory

Automaticity

Word Retrieval 

Processing SpeedThese brain functions 
impact a student’s ability to 

read, write, and spell 
effectively and efficiently



Dyslexia
Social Skills

and the impact on 



Good News: 
Dyslexics make 

Wonderful Friends
● Intuitive = can typically read people 

rather well
● Creative = out of the box thinking 

can lead to fun adventures 
● Empathic = can easily think from 

another’s perspective
● Flexible = able to go with the flow in 

most instances
● Detail-Oriented = can notice small 

details and changes 
● Storytellers = dyslexics are gifted in 

this aspect of language. It combines 
their creativity, humor, and unique 
personality

● Poor Recall = forgetting rules of a game, 
interests, aspects of conflict

● Poor Self-esteem = can’t help but 
compare themselves to others

● Rigidity = “house rules” because they  
are known, and therefore safe

● Conflict = there are many ways dyslexics 
are vulnerable to misunderstanding due 
to language processing. It can be hard 
for neurotypical children and dyslexics 
alike to navigate without adult help.

● Perception = if the perception of a word 
is not always accurate, is the perception 
of a social situation accurate?  

Bad News: 
Challenges & Difficulties
Dyslexics Can Encounter

Friendships



Liar Liar Pants on Fire… 



Rigidity: 
factors contributing to inflexible thinking

● Word Retrieval, Processing Speed, Working Memory, & Automaticity: Difficulty 
accessing information can cause challenges with comprehension, which can lead to 
clinging to ideas, doubling down on opinions, or getting emotionally stuck.  

● Making Connections: Dyslexics are out of the box thinkers. They solve their own 
problems with their unique own way of thinking. It can be hard to undo the reasoning 
they used if they solved a problem on their own with their own (flawed) logic. 

● Schema: when a student isn’t able to access the information for what comes next or 
what is needed next, it can disrupt a transition, and a student can get stuck. 

● Emotional Regulation: When we are not at our best, our brains do not function at their 
best. This is the cruel joke of dyslexia: a bad day is an “Extra Dyslexic Day”

○ Zones of Regulation 



Zones of  (Dyslexic)  Regulation 

DYSLEXIA
(angry)   

DysLeKSea

(silly)

dyslexia Dyslexia

(tired)

● Can’t find the right word 
● Can’t communicate 

thoughts/feelings
● Finds background noise 

distracting
● Can’t remember what 

words look like
● Sequencing
● Left/right confusion

● Can’t find the right word
● Sequencing
● Organizational problems
● Problems taking notes
● Loses place in text
● Needing to reread
● Sequencing 
● Gets lost easily
● Left/right confusion

Regular everyday dyslexia 
symptoms

● Organizational problems
● Loses place in text
● Similar sounds cause 

confusion
● Needing to reread
● Left/right confusion



The Emotional Toll
● Comparison to Peers - It is normal human behavior to compare ourselves to others. Children do this 

when they see the comparative speed & ease in which peers are able to complete work. It is one of 
the first things students will notice before they are aware of their own dyslexia.  

● Social Awareness - Dyslexics tend to be very good at reading people (when regulated). They will 
catch an awkward silence, a sideways glance, or a twitch. It quickly reinforces negative self-talk. 

● Perception - What happens if you can’t trust the words you read to say the same thing twice? What 
happens if you heard someone say something that turns out to be very different from what was 
actually said? What happens if the connections you made, which make perfect sense, actually don’t 
work the way you think? What if that b is actually a d? What happens if that person’s name isn’t 
actually what you think it is? 

● “Can’t Win” Exhaustion - There is a lot of mental energy that goes into self-monitoring one's own 
learning deficits. Tired is a state of dysregulation. Dysregulation makes dyslexia symptoms worse. 

● Automaticity & Recall - Automaticity & recall extend beyond academics. It can impact anything. 
Can you recall 7 consecutive units of information without effort? Can you recall bits of information 
without context? It is embarrassing to forget the name of the day that comes after Friday. It’s 
mortifying to accidentally ignore your neighbor when you see them at Home Depot because you 
didn’t recognize their face in a new setting. 



01
Model Failure

Point out your errors. Dyslexic 
kids feel they are alone in their 

“stupidity” because they are 
egocentric at this developmental 
stage so it is important for them 

to see everyone struggles. 

02
Say Dyslexia

Language is important. We can’t 
currently use this term in IEPs or 
in a diagnosis. But the specificity 

is important in terms of 
intervention, understanding, 

identity, and self-esteem. 

04
Teach Self-Advocacy
This is the long game. It will 

encourage comfort in talking 
about a difficult topic, promote 
important life skills, and teach 

some self-determination skills in 
regard to their education.  

03
Discover Dyslexia

There is now a better 
understanding that dyslexia 

impacts life, not just the school 
experience. It is important for 

students, teachers, parents, etc to 
understand the overall impact. 

Building Emotional Resilience



Tiered system and Interventions
● Reading instruction - explicit, systematic, 

multisensory, cumulative, diagnostic, and 
responsive to build phoneme awareness, decoding, 
and sight word recognition

● Learning Ally - human voiced audiobooks
● Achieve - Lexile reading measure progress 

monitored
● Vocabulary acquisition - supporting grade level 

reading while simultaneously administering reading 
instruction at each student’s individual reading level 
to foster language comprehension and literacy 
knowledge 

The Milestones Way…





Thank You!
We appreciate your interest in 
learning more about dyslexia
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was created by Slidesgo, including 
icons by Flaticon, and infographics 

& images by Freepik 

Thank You

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

